
Year 6 Home Learning Pack (w/b 27.04.2020)  

 

Good Morning Year 6!  

Hello! I hope you are all well and behaving for your parents! I expect that by now you have 

created for yourself a timetable of ‘home learning’ and that you have been completing lots 

of the activities that we have been setting for you. Don’t forget that even though it’s very 

important for you to complete your English, Maths and other subjects, it’s even more 

essential that you are staying active, connecting with other people and keeping your mind 

healthy too. If you want to stay up-to-date with the news, remember that News Round is 

available online – you can also catch up with Strange, Stranger and Strangest each week 

too! Stay safe, keep smiling   We hope to see you soon!  
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Maths 

In addition to your Power Maths books, White Rose Maths are sharing a maths lesson a day. Just follow the 

link: https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/


Writing – Conversations with Characters 

 

Task 1 – Sentence Challenge 

Challenge 1:  

Copy these sentences and put the speech marks in the correct places. Remember: 
The speech marks go around what is being said. Copy all the other punctuation 
correctly. 
1. Hello, said Remy. 
2. What are you doing? said Linguini. 
3. Stop! shouted Skinner. 
4. Wait a minute, said Colette.  Is that a rat in your hat? 
5. Um…why would you think there is a rat in my hat? said Linguini.  That is just silly! 
 

Challenge 2: 

Put the speech marks in the correct places once again. This time, however, 
you will also need to add all the other punctuation that is needed as well. 
Watch out for any questions or exclamations. 
 
1. Hello said Linguini 
2. You look tired said Remy 
3. Can I come in asked Remy 
4. No screamed Skinner 
5. Come here said Linguini I can hide you in my hat 
6. Is that my saucepan asked Colette I thought I’d lost it 
7. Run shouted Remy Skinner is after us 
8. I know what I want for my birthday said Emile a massive lump of cheese 

 



 

Challenge 3: 

When you use speech marks you need to remember the rule – new speaker, new 
line.  Copy out this passage. Remy has put in all the punctuation so make sure you 
copy that carefully. When you copy out the passage make sure that you put each 
new speaker on a new line.  
 
“I want to go cook in the kitchen,” said Remy with a sigh. “I can’t stand staying in this 

rat den all day.” “I thought you had foraging to do?” said Emile. “Oh Emile,” said 

Remy. “I can’t spend my life foraging in bins.  I could be cooking up wonders in the 

restaurant for the food critique!” “You should go back,” said Emile. “If people don’t 

know a rat is cooking then they won’t complain about it.” “But what if I don’t get 

there in time?” said Remy. “Then you’d better get a move on, hadn’t you?” said 

Emile.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge 4: 

This is almost the same as Challenge 3 but this time you also have to 
add the speech marks in the correct places. It is quite tricky. You’ll 
probably need to read through the passage several time to work out 
what each character is saying. 
 
Excuse me, said Ego. Can you tell me what the time is? I think it’s 
about 8 o’clock, replied Linguini. I haven’t got my watch on but I 
remember seeing the time on the kitchen clock a few minutes ago. 8 
o’clock!  Where is my food? growled Ego. I have been sat here for over 
an hour. I will go and find out immediately, Sir, said Linguini.  Linguini 
roller-skated into the kitchen.  Is it ready? Ego is getting impatient!  
Yes!  It is ready Linguini.  Take this ratatouille out to Ego, said Colette.  
Remy smiled as Linguini skated out with his masterpiece.  Brilliant, 
said Ego. It reminds me of my childhood.  Thank you. You’re welcome, 
said Linguini. 
 

 

 

 



Task 2 – Using speech punctuation accurately.  

Imagine that you have just bumped into your favourite film or TV character. 

Challenge 1:  Write a list of 10 questions that you would like to ask them.  

Challenge 2: Ask a member of your family to help you to act out the scenario. You need to be yourself and 

your family member needs to be the film or TV character. Act out meeting them and use your list of 

questions to have a conversation with them. What answers would they give? Are they what you expected? 

Swap roles and see if your answers are different.  

Challenge 3: Now have a go at writing down the conversation that you and your favourite film or TV 

character had. Remember to use inverted commas accurately, to include punctuation before you close the 

speech and to try to use synonyms for said. Don’t forget … new speaker, new line.  

Example: 

One beautiful, sunny morning, Ellie was walking her dog (which was called Rex) in Mary Stevens Park when 

suddenly she saw a figure in the distance. She rubbed her eyes in disbelief and squinted into the sunlight. 

Surely it wasn’t… it couldn’t be… As the silhouette of a wobbly, round creature came closer, Ellie saw that it 

was a snowman. Why was there a snowman in the park in the middle of April? 

“Hello…” stammered Ellie nervously. The snowman slowly came into focus. “Olaf?!” she questioned, “Is 

that really you?” 

“Good Morning! What a beautiful day,” replied Olaf cheerily looking towards the bright sunshine, “Spring is 

definitely my favourite season; us snow-folk love the sunshine. This year, I’m hoping to be the snowman 

with the best tan!” 

Ellie mouth fell open in shock… 

 

Task 3 – Diary Entry 

Choose your favourite film or TV character. Imagine if they knocked on your door one morning and 
had come to spend the day with you!  

Can you write a diary entry from your own perspective of what happened when you spent the day 
with your favourite film or TV character? You could describe where you go and what activities you do. 
Does it all go to plan? Did anything funny happen? Remember to describe how your feelings changed 
throughout the day.  

Challenge: Can you include any correctly punctuated speech in your diary entry?  

 

 

 

 

 



Reading  

Remember that you have 2 home reader books as well as your library book. As well as completing these 

activities, you should be reading independently regularly and recording it in your reading record. Try to 

write an interesting and detailed comment about your opinion of what you have read. Don’t forget that 

you can also write down any other books that you have been reading as well as your school books.  

 

Task 1 – Design a Book Cover (Front & Back) 

Think about a book that you have enjoyed reading and know very well. Have a look at the front and back 

covers of the book. We would like you to create an alternative front and back cover for your book. Make 

sure your book cover is appealing to the person who might consider reading it.  

Think about the following questions to help you: 

 Which characters will you draw? 

 Which part of the story will you include? 

 What kinds of colours will you use? 

 How can you give clues about what happens without giving the story away? 

 Has the book won any awards that you would like to include? 

 Have any celebrities made any comments about the book that you might use to persuade someone 

to read it? 

 

Remember to: 

 Include the author’s name 

 Include your own name as the illustrator 

 Include a bar code and a price 

 Include a blurb on the back cover that summarises the story and makes someone want to read it – 

but don’t give away the ending! 

Here is an example of a template that you could use: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 2 – 60 Second Read on ‘Robot Revenge’  

Answers 



Task 3 – Reading Comprehension on ‘Pet Care of a Rabbit’  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Answers 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Grammar Hammer 

1. Underline the suffix that can change this noun into an adjective. 

danger ful ish ly ous 
2. Underline the correct word to use in this sentence.  Use a dictionary if it helps. 

The polite man paid the lady a ( compliment / complement ). 
3. Underline the prefix which means ‘both’. Use a dictionary 

if it helps you. 

4. Underline the prefix which means ‘before’. Use a 

dictionary if it helps you. 

tri ambi trans ir co pre 
5. Use a dictionary to find the meaning of this word. 

diadem  
6-7. Use a thesaurus to find three synonyms for this word as an adjective. 

cultivate    
 

8-9. Précis this sentence.  Cross out any adjectives and adverbs. 

The  little  boy  cautiously  rode  his  new, blue  bike. 
10-11. Underline two adverbials that can be used to help with illustration or demonstration in a piece of writing. 

this shows that to begin with for example following that 
12. Underline the correct verb to agree with the subject. 13. Underline the object in this sentence. 

The dogs ( bark / barks ) all night. Dad locked his keys in the car. 
 

This sentence uses a formal style of writing. 14. Re-write it using an informal style. 

In my opinion, the boy was pushed.  
15. Underline the verb in this sentence. 16. Underline to show if it is active or passive. 

The anchor was pulled up. active passive 
17-18. Use hyphens to punctuate these phrases and make the meaning clear. 

a   first  class   performance. a   build   up   of   pressure 
19. Use a semicolon to punctuate this sentence. 20. Use a dash to punctuate this sentence. 

I’ll  get  you  a  present  that’s  a  promise. My  team  need  another  player  a  striker. 
21-22. Use a colon and commas to punctuate this sentence. 

He   wanted   to   visit   four   countries   France   Germany   Italy   and   Spain. 
23. Use an ellipsis to punctuate this sentence. 

“Ready     go!”    shouted     Mr     Brown     as     he     started     the     race. 
24-25. Underline the synonyms of the adjective in bold and circle the antonyms.  Use a dictionary if it helps. 

amenable obstinate stubborn agreeable compliant 

 

Total:  Red (0 – 9) Yellow (10 – 19) Green (20 – 25) 

 

 



Answers 

 

1. (W6:1. Sp 4:7, 4:8) A suffix can be added to a root word to change its meaning.  

danger ful ish ly ous 
2. (W6:2) Homophones are words that sound the same but have different meanings and different spellings.  If dictionary used (W6:4). 

The polite man paid the lady a ( compliment / complement ) 
3. (W6:3) Recognising prefixes. (W6:4) Using a dictionary  4. (W6:3. Sp 3:4) Recognising prefixes. The prefix ‘pre’ means 

‘before’. (W6:4) Using a dictionary 

tri ambi trans ir co pre 
5. (W6:4) Check the definition with that in the dictionary available. 

diadem A crown or headband worn by a royal person. 
6-7. (W6:5) Check the synonyms with those in the thesaurus available. 

cultural artistic, aesthetic intellectual, elevating educational, improving 
 

8-9. (W6:12) For note taking and précising we only need the essential words.  Most adjectives and adverbs can be omitted. 

The little boy cautiously rode his new, blue bike. 
10-11. (W6:13) Using a wider range of adverbials can help build cohesion within and across paragraphs. 

this shows that to begin with for example following that 
12. (W6:16) A singular subject (I, he, she) usually takes a singular 

verb. A plural subject (they) usually takes a plural verb. A singular 

noun (committee, class) usually takes a singular verb. 

13. (W6:24) The object is acted upon by the subject. i.e. The striker 

(subject) kicked (verb) the football (object). A direct object is 

usually a noun, pro noun or noun phrase. 

The dogs ( bark / barks ) all night. Dad locked his keys in the car. 
 

14. (W6:18,24) Formal language is used for official, legal or professional writing such as job applications and letters of complaint.  

Informal writing is more like how we speak and is used for letters to friends, emails etc. 

In my opinion, the boy was pushed. I think (the boy/he) was pushed/shoved. 
15-16. (W6:19) A verb is active when the subject of the sentence does the action.  It is passive if the action is done to it. 

The anchor was pulled up. active passive 
17-18. (W6:10,20) Hyphens link two or three words together to show that together they make a compound adjective describing the noun. 

a first-class performance a build-up of pressure 
19. (W6:10,21) A semicolon links independent clauses without 

using a connective (and/but). It marks a pause stronger than a 

comma but not as strong as a full stop. 

20. (W6:10,21) A dash shows a break in a sentence (normally 

informal writing) where a comma, semicolon or colon would 

normally be used in formal writing. 

I’ll get you a present; that’s a promise. My team need another player – a striker. 
21-22. (W6:21) Colons are commonly used to introduce lists.  Commas separate items in a list.  It is not used before the last item which has 

‘and’ in front of it. 

He wanted to visit four countries: France, Germany, Italy and Spain. 
23. (W6:23) An ellipsis is three dots.  It creates a longer pause for effect that can help build tension in a story; show confusion or 

hesitation; or make the reader slow down and emphasise the words. 

“Ready … go!” shouted Mr Brown as he started the race. 
24-25. (W6:24) Synonyms are words with a similar (but not exact) meaning.  Antonyms have the opposite meaning. 

amenable obstinate stubborn agreeable compliant 



Spellings 

Use your spelling homework book to learn your spellings in the usual ways 

(look at the sheets at the front of your book to remind you!). Remember that 

you have the whole list of Year 6 spellings in the front of your spelling 

homework book and also some extras in the middle of your reading record if 

you want to practise additional words. Choose any of these spoodles to help 

you to learn these words. You may even design some of your own spoodles. 

Ask a member of your family to test you on Monday and then re-test you on 

Friday. How much have you improved by? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember…spoodles should be BRIGHT and COLOURFUL to help you to learn your spellings! 



Science – Classifying Organisms 

Using your 20 animals from above, classify them into the following groups: 

You could repeat this activity for lots of different habitats around the world. Why not create a poster 

showing the habitat and the different creatures that are found there. You could also go on a bug hunt in 

your garden to find out which creatures live there.  



Topic – Task 1 – Titanic Glossary 

In the back of the majority of non-fiction books, you can find the glossary. This is a list of the technical 

vocabulary (words specific to the topic) found in the book alongside a definition to explain to the reader 

what they mean.  

 

 

Example: 

Capacity - Capacity is the maximum amount that something can contain. The maximum capacity of the 

Titanic was 3547 when fully loaded with passengers and crew.  

Captain -  

Using the following list of words, create a glossary.  

You will need to write a definition for each word 

explaining clearly what it means.  

You may use your dictionary to help you, but you 

must write it in your own words.  

Remember that the words in a glossary are in 

alphabetical order.  

 



Topic – Task 2 Titanic Newspaper Article 

Imagine that you are a journalist in 1912 and you have been asked to write a newspaper article about the 

sinking of the Titanic. Try to use some of the year 6 techniques that we have been working so hard on, 

including: 

 Expanded noun phrases 

 Semi colon 

 Relative clause (starting with who, which, where) 

 Subordinate conjunctions 

 Co-ordinating conjunctions 

 Fronted adverbials 

 Beautiful handwriting 

 Correct spelling 

You may choose to write a draft version first, then to edit and improve it in purple pen, then to copy it up 

for your ‘best copy’. Remember to write using a formal tone. Follow the following structure: 

 Headline 

 Byline 

 Introduction (who, what, where, when, why) 

 Main paragraphs in chronological order with more detail 

 Quotes from witnesses (can you include reported and direct speech?) 

 Conclusion (what is going to happen next?) 

Don’t forget to include a photograph and a caption!  



 



 



RE – Poverty and Justice 

We used the word ‘justice’ when we looked at the story of Moses and the Israelites. We also thought 

carefully about how Martin Luther King fought for justice in a similar way to Moses.  

Think about the question… 

Is it fair that some people have more money than others? 

Add your ideas in bullet points to the table below. Try to make it a balanced argument by having the same 

amount of points on each side. Ask your family members what their opinions are and add them to the 

table. Do you agree or disagree with them?  



PSHE – 5 Ways to Wellbeing 

Your challenge is to represent the ‘5 Ways to Wellbeing’ in a creative way which helps people to remember 

them. 

Here are some ideas: 

 Write a rap or a song about them. 

You could then record yourself 

performing this to your family. 

 Write a poem about them. 

 Create an eye-catching poster. 

 Make an informative powerpoint. 

 Create a bookmark. 

 Make an information leaflet. 

 Make a TV advert. 

 Create a news report similar to one that you might see on News Round 

Remember … your creation needs to help people to remember the ‘5 Ways to Wellbeing’, but also give 

extra information about what each one means along with some examples.  

 

Staying Active  

Tokyo Ten Activities https://www.getset.co.uk/resources/travel-to-tokyo/tokyo-ten  

BBC super movers https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers 

Joe Wicks https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ 

KidzBop https://www.youtube.com/user/KidzBopKids 

 

 

Additional Learning Activities 

Education City https://www.educationcity.com/  

TTRockstars https://ttrockstars.com/  

Numbots (same log-in as TTRockstars) https://play.numbots.com/#/account/school-login-type 

Sumdog https://www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in 

If you do not have your password for any of the websites listed please contact Miss Mason at info@st-

james.dudley.sch.uk 

The home learning page on the website also has links to a range of resources.  
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